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1. How do artists create imagery?
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2. How do viewers respond to artistic imagery?



2. How do viewers respond to artistic imagery?



Non-Photorealistic Rendering 
must play a central role in the 

scientific understanding of 
visual art and illustration



A scientific understanding of art could:

1. Further human knowledge

2. Lead to new tools

3. ... and new kinds of art and illustration



Art history
and criticism

Art instruction



[Gooch et al. 2004]

Peak-Shift
[Ramachandran and 

Hirstein 1999]

MRI data
[Kawabata and Zeki 2004]



Image statistics [Hughes 2010] 



Descriptive Generative

Qualitative Art history and 
criticism Art instruction

Quantitative Image statistics NPR



[Haeberli 1990]



[DeCarlo et al. 2003]



The pillars of science

ExperimentTheory Computation



ExperimentTheory Computation

[Cole 2008]

Dwκr = 0
n · v = 0

Dt1q1 = 0



This work research experimental studies

• Current usage of studies is very 
haphazard

• We need a new methodology for NPR

• But many papers do not need any 
studies

See the paper for much more discussion



Some useful models for us:

1. Optimality theories in biology

2. Computational neuroscience and vision





Optimality may arise from evolution, learning, or both



Much NPR research is algorithmic
Can we describe an art/illustration 
as optimizing an objective function?
For example, optimize viewer's 
response



Pros and cons of optimality

Optimality allows us to reason about goals 
without reasoning about mechanisms

Testable, reusable components (energy 
terms)

Usually very difficult to optimize

Deterministic (but see paper)



Computational models have played a role 
in building theories

Reason about how something can be 
computed separately from how it is 
computed [Marr 1982]

Computational neuroscience and vision



Optimal receptive fields match V1 [Field and Olshausen]
(image courtesy Geoff Hinton)



[Mamassian and Landy]



[Kersten et al. 2004]



Final thoughts
NPR will play a central role in the scientific understanding 
of visual art and illustration

We need to develop new experimental methodologies and 
perform more experimental work

This work must ultimately be interdisciplinary

This view of NPR leads to many new research ideas

Please read the paper:
      www.dgp.toronto.edu/~hertzman/ScienceOfArt/
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